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Size and geometry of hepatic radiofrequency lesions
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Aim: To report and compare the size and geometry of hepatic radiofrequency (RF) lesions using the currently available
commercial devices.
Methods: A literature search was carried out for the period from January 1st 1990 to June 15th 2003. The commercial
suppliers were asked to provide all available data. For each electrode and protocol, size and geometry of single-cycle
thermal lesions were registered.
Results: No information at all on size and geometry of the inducible lesions was available for 17 of the 28 current
commercial electrodes. Many descriptions of RF lesions are limited to the mean transverse diameter. With normal
blood flow, diameter of lesions is often smaller than suggested by the length of the electrode tip or the diameter of the
deployed prongs. Lesions are rarely perfect spheres but either ellipses or flattened spheres. Distortion of the RF lesion
by nearby blood vessels is very common. Fusion of thermal zones between prongs of expandable electrodes can be
incomplete. Blood flow interruption using a Pringle maneuver yields larger lesions that are less distorted and more
complete.
Conclusions: There is insufficient experimental data for many electrodes that are currently used in patients. RF
companies should provide these data before releasing electrodes for use. For those electrodes for which data exist,
coagulation lesions are often smaller, less spherical, less complete and less regular than generally presumed. Accurate
knowledge of size and geometry of RF lesions is crucial to prevent local recurrence.
Q 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Radiofrequency (RF) coagulation of inoperable liver
tumours is a valuable technique. By December 2001, at
least 3670 cases had been reported. 1 The local
recurrence rate varies among series but may be as high
as 60% after 6 months.2 Real-time monitoring of the area
of coagulation with ultrasound is unreliable.3 – 6 Therefore, radiofrequency needs to be carried out based on
size and geometry obtained in animal experiments or in
clinical studies. A systematical description of these data,
however, was not available up till now. Overestimation of
expected coagulation size and an unrealistic image of a
perfect spherical geometry may contribute to failure of
local tumour control.

We carried out a search of Current Contents, Medline
and PubMed for the period from January 1st 1990 to June
15th 2003 using the keywords radiofrequency, radiofrequency or radio frequency and liver or hepatic or
hepatocellular in all languages except Japanese and
Chinese. All abstract supplements from the same period
published in Radiology, American Journal of Radiology,
Journal of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, European Radiology, and Surgical Endoscopy were searched
manually. Relevant papers were also identified from the
reference lists of the papers previously obtained through
the search and from abstracts from recent international
meetings. The five companies that produce commercial
RF electrodes, Radionicsw, RITAw Medical Systems,
Radiotherapeuticsw, Berchtoldw, and Invatecw were
contacted and asked to provide the most recent data
on technical performance of their electrodes.
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Study models
We only selected papers which included observations
in vivo in pig liver and in patients. Experiments ex vivo
and experiments in small animals (rabbits, rats) were
excluded. Only measurements obtained by macroscopic
or microscopic analysis (hematoxylin and eosin, or,
preferably, mitochondrial enzyme stains); or by CT/MRI
with contrast injection, were included. Only observations with electrodes that were for sale at the time of
writing (Table 1, Fig. 1) were included.

Definitions (Fig. 2)
All measurements exclude the hyperaemic histological or
radiological rim.
radius is defined as the distance between the electrode
shaft and the edge of the coagulation lesion,
perpendicular to the electrode shaft, at the equator
of the RF lesion (Fig. 2(A)).
Table 1

tranverse diameter is defined as the distance between two
opposite edges of the coagulation lesion, perpendicular to the electrode shaft, at the equator of the RF
lesion (Fig. 2(B)).
length is defined as the distance between the proximal
and the distal edge of the coagulation lesion, in the
axis of the electrode (Fig. 2(C)).
ellipticity quantitatively describes the lesion shape in the
axial plane and is calculated as the ratio between
length and transverse diameter: this way, a ratio of 1.0
corresponds to a spherical lesion; a ratio . 1.0 to an
elliptical lesion; and a ratio , 1.0 to a flattened sphere
(Fig. 2(D)).
distortion refers to the percentage of RF lesions that are
distorted, i.e. asymmetrically smaller (type 1) or
larger (type 2) than expected (Fig. 2(E)).
completeness of fusion describes the RF lesion in the
transverse plane when multi-prong electrodes are
used (Fig. 2(F)). It refers to the quality of fusion of the
separate coagulation zones around each prong into

Commercial radiofrequency electrodes

Electrode

Length tip (cm)

Diameter tip (mm)

n active prongs

Diameter expanded prongs (cm)

Radionicsw Cool-tip RFw
Single 1-cm tip
Single 2-cm tip

1
2

1.5
1.5

/
/

/
/

RITA Medical Systemsw
Model 30
Model 70
Model 75/Starburstw
Model 90/Starburst XLw
Model 100/Starburst XLiw50
Model 100/Starburst XLiw70

/
/
/
/
/
/

1.8
1.8
1.8
2.1
2.1
2.1

4
7
7
9
5 (þ4 neutral)
5 (þ4 neutral)

3
3
3
5
5
7

Radiotherapeuticsw LeVeenw
2-cm tip
3-cm tip
3.5-cm tip
4-cm tip

/
/
/
/

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

8
10
10
12

2
3
3.5
4

Berchtoldw HiTTw
1-cm tip/1.2 mm diameter
1.5-cm tip/1.6 mm diameter
1.5-cm tip/1.7 mm diameter
1.5-cm tip/2 mm diameter
2-cm tip/1.6 mm diameter
2-cm tip/2 mm diameter

1
1.5
1.5
1.5
2
2

1.2
1.6
1.7
2
1.6
2

/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/

Invatecw MIRASw
IOC 3-cm tip
IOC 4-cm tip
IOC 5-cm tip
LC 2.5-cm tip
LC 3-cm tip
LC 3.5-cm tip
LN
RC

3
4
5
2.5
3
3.5
/
/

6
6
6
2.8
2.8
2.8
2
1.1

/
/
/
/
/
/
4
1 coil

/
/
/
/
/
/
2.2
0.9 £ 1.0
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Figure 1 Commercial electrodes (a): (A) RITAw Medical Systems model 30, (B) RITAw Medical Systems model 70, (C) RITAw
Medical Systems model 90/StarBurst XLw, (D) RITAw Medical Systems model 100/StarBurst Xliw 70, (E) Radiotherapeuticsw
LeVeenw 2-, 3- and 3.5-cm, and (F) Radiotherapeuticsw LeVeenw 4-cm; (b): (G) Radionicsw Cool-tip RFw single 3-cm tip and cluster,
(H) Berchtoldw HiTTw 1-cm tip/1.2 mm diameter and 1.5-cm tip/2 mm diameter, and (I) Convatecw MIRAS RCw, MIRAS LNw,
MIRAS LCw, MIRAS IOCw (from left to right).
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Figure 2 Definitions: (A) radius (minimal and maximal) (arrows), (B) tranverse diameter (minimal and maximal) (arrows), (C)
length (arrow), (D) ellipticity index, (E) distortion type 1: lesion asymmetrically smaller than expected e.g. by cooling effect of nearby
blood vessel; distortion type 2: lesion asymmetrically larger than expected e.g. by preferential diffusion of saline along vessels, (F)
Chinn score of completeness of fusion, (G) relation to the electrode tip (arrows).
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one spherical RF lesion. It can be quantified using the
score developed by Chinn:7 1 refers to a discontinuous coagulation; 3 describes a central continuous
zone of necrosis with peripheral deep clefts (. 50% of
the radius) between prongs; 5 is attributed when the
peripheral clefts are shallow (, 50% of diameter); 7 is
the score for a perfect sphere; intermediate values
refer to asymmetrical lesions that have components
of 2 of the above basic shapes.
relation to the electrode tip is defined by two distances:
between the proximal edge of the coagulation lesion
and the electrode tip; and between the distal edge of
the coagulation lesion and the electrode tip. For
expandable electrodes, the prongs are not taken into
account.
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infused into the tissue during RF coagulation. A fixed
power is delivered by a 60 W generator during a
predetermined time, according to the desired coagulation diameter.19
The Invatecw MIRASw electrodes all have a bent
thermistor that curves away from the tip to monitor
tissue temperature. They are activated by a 100 W
generator. Each electrode has its own protocol.20 The
MIRAS RCw is a unique type electrode with a coil that
leaves the tip and is deployed perpendicularly to the
shaft. The MIRAS LNw is an expandable electrode with
four prongs that are deployed by pulling rather than by
pushing. The MIRAS LCw is a flexible cooled-wet
electrode. The MIRAS IOCw is a 6 mm diameter flexible
cooled-wet electrode for intraoperative use.

Description of the instruments
The Radionicsw single or triple electrodes are cooled
internally by perfusing cold saline through the electrode.
They are used with a 200 W generator. Power is
delivered during a fixed duration of time, either
continuously or in the pulsed current mode.8 In the
latter, an automated algorithm interrupts generator
output for a few seconds when impedance starts to rise.
The RITAw model 30 and model 70 electrodes are used
with a 50 W generator; newer electrodes are used with a
150 W generator. The RITAw model 30 electrode
contains four deployable prongs, each with a thermistor
at its tip. Power is increased to 50 W until the target
temperature is reached, and regulated automatically to
maintain this temperature for a chosen time. The RITAw
model 75 (StarBurstw), which has seven prongs, has a
similar treatment protocol. The RITA w model 90
(StarBurst XLw) allows mean coagulation diameter to be
varied with deployment of the prongs.9,10 The RITAw
model 100 (StarBurst XLiw) has five active electrodes with
infusion sites for hypertonic saline at the end. They
alternate with four neutral prongs with thermocouples at
their tip to monitor the tissue temperature. This
electrode is deployed gradually.11 Two subtypes exist to
create RF lesions of up to 5 cm or up to 7 cm.
The Radiotherapeuticsw LeVeenw electrodes contain
eight to twelve deployable prongs. The 2, 3 and 3.5 cm
electrodes are used with a 100 W generator; the 4 cm
electrode with a 200 W generator. Each electrode has its
own protocol.12 – 18 In general, the initial power is
increased in small increments to a maximum power.
Treatment continues for several minutes or until a
precipitous drop in power output (‘roll-off’) occurs, as
tissue impedance increases by coagulative necrosis. After
a short pause, power is reapplied at a value which is a
fraction lower than the maximum power until roll-off
occurs again.
The Berchtoldw HiTTw hollow electrodes have one
or more holes at the tip through which an isotonic or
hypertonic saline solution at room temperature is

RESULTS (TABLE 2)
Many descriptions of RF lesions are limited to the mean
transverse diameter. Standard deviation and range of
diameter are not always available. Data on length,
ellipticity, distortion, completeness, radius and spatial
relationship with the electrode tip are rare to nonexistent. Data on the most basic parameter (transverse
diameter) in the perfused pig liver are available for only
10 of the 28 electrodes that are presently on the market.
Values of the same parameters using a Pringle maneuver
are available only for two of the 28 electrodes (Table
2(a) – (c)).
With normal blood flow, diameter or length of RF
lesions in pig liver are often smaller and more variable
than the length of the electrode tip or the diameter of the
deployed prongs suggests (Fig. 3). Radiofrequency lesions
rarely are perfect spheres. More often, they are ellipses
or flattened spheres (Fig. 3(a) and (b)).
In the perfused liver, type 1 distortion of the RF lesion
by nearby blood vessels is very common for all
electrodes.3,5,7,9,12,14,18,22,29,30,33 – 36 A type 2 distortion
is mainly seen with wet electrodes.41 Incomplete fusion
of RF lesions between prongs is noted for both
RITAw5,7,30,31,34,36 and Radiotherapeuticsw13,15 expandable electrodes.
Compared to RF in perfused liver, thermal diameter is
larger when performing RF during partial or total blood
flow interruption in pig liver and in patients with
hepatocellular carcinoma or colorectal metastases.
Standard deviation of RF lesion diameter is equal or
larger with reduced blood flow. Ellipticity is equal or less
with flow reduction. Distortion is less frequent and
completeness of fusion is more frequent with hepatic
vessel occlusion. All these findings are more pronounced
in case of complete interruption of inflow (Pringle
maneuver) or outflow (occlusion of hepatic veins), as
compared to partial occlusion, i.e. only the hepatic artery
or the portal vein.5,7,10,22,23,31,32,34
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Table 2(a)

Description of RF lesions by Radionicsw Cool-tip RFw electrodes

Electrode

Blood flow interruption

Mode

Duration (min)

Single 2 cm
Single 3 cm

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
hepatic artery
celiac artery
portal vein
portal vein
full Pringle
full Pringle
full Pringle
full Pringle

pulsed
cont
cont
cont
cont
cont
cont
pulsed
pulsed
pulsed
pulsed
cont
cont
cont
cont
cont
cont
cont
cont

12
12
12
10 –20
10 –20
12 –25
30
12
8 –12
15
15
12
12
12
30
12
14
10 –20
10 –20

no
no
no
no
no
no

cont
cont
cont
pulsed
pulsed
pulsed

12
10 –20
20
12
15
12 –15

Cluster

Algorithm deviation

a
a

a
a

Tissue

Diameter ^ SD (range)(cm)

pig
pig
crm
crm
hcc
met
pig
pig
hcc & met
crm
hcc
pig
pig
pig
pig
crm
met
hcc
crm

2.9 ^ 0.3
2.4 ^ 0.2 (2.2– 2.8)
2.5 ^ 0.8 (1.8– 3.2)
2.7 ^ 0.9 (1.2– 4.4)
1.1 ^ 0.4 (0.8– 1.4)
2.8 ^ 0.3 (2.5– 3.1)
2.4 ^ 0.2
3.7 ^ 0.6
3.1 ^ 0.4
2.5 ^ 0.8 (1.4– 3.4)
2.9 ^ 0.9 (2.6– 4.6)
2.5 ^ 0.1
2.7 ^ 0.2
2.9 ^ 0.1
3.2 ^ 0.6
4.0 ^ 1.3 (2.5– 5.0)
3.8
3.6
3.9 ^ 0.1

pig
crm
pig
pig
pig
crm

3.3 ^ 0.2
5.5
3.0 ^ 0.2
4.0 ^ 0.1
3.4 ^ 0.4
5.3 ^ 0.6 (4.2– 7.0)

Length ^ SD (range)(cm)

(3.3 – 4.4)

3.4 ^ 0.3
(3.3 – 4.4)

(3.3 – 4.4)
(3.3 – 4.4)
(3.3 – 4.4)
(3.3 – 4.4)

4.0 ^ 0.5

[8]
[8,21,22]
[22]
[23]
[23]
[24]
[22]
[8,25]
[26]
[27]
[27]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[28]
[23]
[23]
[29]
[23]
[29]
[8]
[30]
[29]
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cont, continuous; crm, colorectal metastases; hcc, hepatocellular carcinoma; met, metastases; a ¼ 2.5 or 3 cm tip, grey shaded data are graphically represented in Figure 3.

Reference

Electrode

Blood flow interruption Temperature Duration (min) Algorithm deviation Tissue

Diameter ^ SD (range)(cm) Length ^ SD (range)(cm) Reference

model 30

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
hepatic artery
hepatic artery
hepatic artery
portal vein
portal vein
hepatic veins
full Pringle
full Pringle
full Pringle
full Pringle
no

70
70
70
70
70
70
70
80 – 110
95
95
95
95 – 115
100
100
100
100
100
80 – 110
95 – 115
100
95 – 115
100
95 – 115
70
95 – 115
100
100
100

(1.2– 3.2)
(0.7– 3.3)
(1.3– 3.0)
2.2 (0.4 –3.6)
(1.5– 3.5)
(1.2– 3.1)
(1.2– 3.1)
2.2 ^ 0.4 (1.6– 3.2)
max 2.3
3 ^ 0.9
2.9 ^ 0.4 (2.0-3.2)
3.0 ^ 0.2

no
no
no
no
no
full Pringle
hepatic veins
Pringle þ hepatic veins

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

StarBurstw
StarBurstXL

w

5
7.5
10
10
12.5
15
20
10
12
13
15
20
6
7
8
8
8
10
20
7
20
7
20
10
20
8
7
10

b

pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
hcc
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
hcc
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig
pig

18
18
18
18

b
c
d
e
e
e
e
e

hcc
hcc
hcc
hcc
pig
pig
pig
pig

(17 – 20)
(17-20)
(17 – 20)
(17 – 20)

(1.0– 2.6)
2.6 ^ 0.4
2.5 ^ 0.3
2.5 ^ 0.3
3.2 ^ 0.7 (2.0– 4.2)
3 ^ 0.4
(1.9– 3.2)
3.5 ^ 0.3
(2.4– 3.3)
4 ^ 0.3
3.8 (2.7 –5.5)
4 ^ 0.2
3.5 ^ 0.3
(2.9– 3.3)
2.0 ^ 0.4
and
and
and
and

met
met
met
met

2.5 ^ 0 (2.5 – 2.5)
3.6 ^ 0.8 (1.8-5.2)
4.2 ^ 0.8 (2.6– 5.8)
5.3 ^ 0.6 (3.6-6.5)
1.5 (1.0 –2.0)
2.8 (1.5 –4.0)
2.4 (2.0 –3.0)
3.3 (2.0 –4.0)

2.3 (1.8 – 3.0)
2.8 (2.0 – 4.5)
2.7 (1.8 – 3.5)
3.1 (2.5 – 3.5)
2.6 (2.1 – 3.7)
3.1 (2.4 – 3.7)
3.1 (2.2 – 4.5)

3.8 ^ 1.4

[31]
[31]
[31]
[31]
[31]
[31]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[4]
[30]
[34]
[35]
[7]
[36]
[5]
[37]
[32]
[34]
[7]
[34]
[7]
[34]
[31]
[34]
[5]
[7]
[38]

4.9 (4.5 – 5.0)
5
5
4.9 (4.0 – 5.3)

[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[10]
[10]
[10]
[10]

2.6 ^ 0.4

4.8 (3.5 – 5.5)
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hcc, hepatocellular carcinoma; met, metastases; /, not applicable; b ¼ 2.5 cm deployment, c ¼ 3 cm deployment, d ¼ 4 cm deployment, e ¼ 5 cm deployment, grey shaded data are
graphically represented in Figure 3.
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Description of RF lesions by RITA Medical Systemsw electrodes

Table 2(b)
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Table 2(c)

Description of RF lesions by Radiotherapeuticsw, Berchtoldw and Invatecw electrodes

Electrode

Blood flow interruption

Duration
(min)

Radiotherapeuticsw LeVeenw 2 cm

no
no
no
TAE
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
5
6.9 ^ 2.3

Radiotherapeuticsw LeVeenw 3 cm

Radiotherapeuticsw LeVeenw 3.5 cm
Radiotherapeuticsw LeVeenw 4 cm
Berchtoldw HiTTw 1.5 cm, 2 mm tip

Algorithm deviation

f
g
h

i

Tissue

Diameter ^ SD
(range)(cm)

Length ^ SD
(range)(cm)

Reference

pig
pig
pig
pig
hcc
hcc
hcc
pig
hcc and met
pig
hcc and met
pig
hcc and met

2.4 ^ 0.3 (2.0 – 3.2)
2.8 ^ 0.2
2.9
2.9 ^ 0.4 (2.5 – 3.6)
1.9 ^ 0.6 (1 – 2.8)
2.2 (0.0 – 4.2)
2.6 (1.5 – 3.7)
4.1 ^ 0.3
2.8 ^ 0.9 (0.0 – 4.0)
3.8
3.9 ^ 0.5 (2.0 – 4.5)
1.7 ^ 0.4 (1.0 – 2.2)
2.7 (1.6 – 4.5)

2.0 ^ 0.4 (1.2– 2.7)
2.1 ^ 0.1
2.4
2.4 ^ 0.4 (1.8– 2.9)

[12]
[14]
[3]
[12]
[15]
[13]
[13]
[14]
[17]
[18]
[18]
[39]
[40]

3.5 ^ 0.2
3.3
3.0 ^ 0.8 (1.8– 4.2)

hcc, hepatocellular carcinoma; met, metastases; /, not applicable; f, variable power increase after initial power of 30 W; g, 3 or 3.5 cm electrodes; starting power 50 W; h, stepwise hook
extension; i, only 5 min; power unspecified, grey shaded data are graphically represented in Figure 3.
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DISCUSSION

Radius

In RFC of liver tumours, precise tailoring of the size and
the shape of the thermal lesion is important. The
coagulated area should be large enough to encompass
both the tumour and a safety margin of 1 cm at all sides.
As online ultrasound monitoring of the coagulation zone
is unreliable,3 – 6 exact prior knowledge of size and shape
of a single-session RF lesion and its relation to the
electrode tip is essential. A systematical description of
these data has not previously been available.
The presented data have to be interpreted with
caution. Firstly, they are valid only for the treatment
algorithm that has been used and for the tissue in which
they have been obtained. It is at present unclear, whether,
measurements in the pig liver predict coagulation in
human tumours.42 The one study comparing the RF
diameter obtained in pig liver and in patients by the same
protocol, found that the mean RF diameter was the same,
but that variability was larger in human liver.22 A second
caution is that, data may not be entirely comparable
between electrodes and protocols as the method of
determining coagulation size varied: macroscopic, microscopic by hematoxylin and eosin staining, microscopic by
mitochondrial enzyme staining, or by imaging (CT or
MRI). Further, the time lapse between the RF coagulation
and the measurement varied between reports. Lastly, in
some reports the definitions of transverse diameter and
length were somewhat different from ours.

Knowledge of the radius would be more useful than
knowledge of diameter. However, no data on minimal and
maximal radius of RF lesions was found for any electrode.
For symmetrical lesions, the radius refers to half of the
transverse diameter. Thermal lesions, however, may be
asymmetrical in up to 60%.5

Volume measurements
During the study, a trend to reduce the three-dimensional measurements of the RF lesion to one single value
appeared. In some studies, only the calculated volume is
reported. This leaves the reader ignorant about the
shape of the lesion. Volumetry may be useful in the
laboratory to optimise energy deposition, but is useless
to the clinician.

Diameter and variability
In some papers, only the maximal diameter is reported.
The maximal diameter is important to prevent complications by too large coagulations,1 but is oncologically
irrelevant. Knowledge of the minimal diameter is
essential to be sure to cover the tumour and a margin
of 1 cm at all sides. Other reports do not mention
standard deviation or range, both of which give useful
information. Range describes the extreme values, while
the mean value ^ 2 standard deviations includes 95% of
lesions in a Gaussian distribution. Some papers confuse
the reader by describing the standard error of the mean
instead of the standard deviation. The use of standard
error of the mean in this context is statistically
inappropriate and gives a false impression of high
reproducibility.

Size and shape
With normal blood flow, the size of RF lesions is often
smaller and more variable than suggested by the length of
the electrode tip or the diameter of the deployed prongs.
The use of e.g. a ‘3-cm’ electrode does not guarantee a
3 cm minimal coagulation.
RF lesions are rarely perfectly spherical. Their shape is
usually closer to an ellipse or a flattened sphere. The
likely shape of the thermal lesion should be carefully
taken into account when planning the coagulation.

Spatial relation with electrode tip
There are at present no data available to the physician as
to the spatial relation between the coagulation lesion and
the position of the tip of the electrode. A recent paper
suggests an excentric coagulation for the RITAw model
70 and StarBurst XLw electrodes, in contrast to a
concentric coagulation for the RITAw model 30 electrode.9 The spatial location of the coagulation zone for
the MIRAS RCw and MIRAS LNw electrodes is not
obvious at first glance.

Effect of blood flow
Several studies conclude that complete blood flow
interruption by a Pringle maneuver or by hepatic vein
occlusion, yields RF lesions that are larger, less elliptic,
less distorted, and more completely fused, than are
coagulations in a perfused liver. This may in part explain
the trend toward less local recurrence (4 –9%43,44) in
series using a Pringle maneuver than using a percutaneous approach (30 – 60%2,29,45,46).
When RF was first introduced in 1992,3 it was entirely
experimental and considered as a palliative treatment.
The percutaneous route in that context was justified as
the least invasive and less costly approach. While formal
proof of the therapeutic value of RF awaits the results of
randomised trials such as the recently opened EORTC
CLOCC 4004 trial, there are at present good indications
that RF may be a potentially curative treatment. If cure is
possible, then the most reliable treatment protocol should
be chosen, even if it is more invasive and costly. At this
moment, the most reliable coagulations in animal
experiments are obtained by a surgical (open or
laparoscopic) approach with a Pringle maneuver and by
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Figure 3 (a) Size and geometry in pig liver with normal blood flow. Pictures are a graphical representation of the grey shaded data
from Table 2. Dark coloured ¼ minimal dimensions; medium coloured ¼ mean dimensions; light coloured ¼ maximal dimensions.
Minimal and maximal dimensions are based on range when available; if not they were estimated by calculating the mean ^ 2 standard
deviations which in a Gaussian distribution encompasses 95% of observations. (b) Size and geometry in pig liver with Pringle
maneuver. Pictures are a graphical representation of the grey shaded data from Table 2. Dark coloured ¼ minimal dimensions;
medium coloured ¼ mean dimensions; light coloured ¼ maximal dimensions.
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a percutaneous approach with balloon occlusion of one
hepatic vein.47
13.

CONCLUSIONS
14.

Few data are available today on basic performances of
commercial electrodes. This paucity of data is worrying,
given the rapid pace of spread of RF among physicians
dealing with liver tumours. In the authors’ view, exposing
patients to treatments with new electrodes in the
absence of animal experimental data is frightening and
ethically debatable, even if these electrodes are EU- or
FDA-approved. The authors strongly recommend that
new electrodes be not approved for release on the
market without a complete set of experimental data on
the size and geometry of the coagulation lesions in
perfused pig liver with and without Pringle maneuver.
Companies should also quickly provide data for those
electrodes that are already for sale.48 Better knowledge
will hopefully lead to better local tumour control.
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